Improving skin care through prudent use of data – a pitch for patient safety incident reporting
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Pressure ulcer prevention has been a major focus in quality improvement (QI) initiatives. Recent studies (1,2) have compared how several sources of pressure ulcer data can describe the frequency and burden of pressure ulcer-related harm in hospitals. Both papers show the usefulness of ‘hard data’, which is objective, numerical information. Determining whether changes being made during QI projects are resulting in improvement requires hard data about outcomes. However, successful QI leadership is also informed by ‘soft data’ which is qualitative, and sometimes rich contextual information often from the first-hand perspective of either a staff member or a patient (e.g. complaints data, staff culture surveys) (3,4).

Patient safety incident reporting systems exist in most healthcare organisations. Several national-level studies (5,6,7) show they contain valuable soft data to better understand the contributory issues that can give rise to specific actions or circumstances that increase the likelihood of unsafe care. Incident reports can describe how staff and patients interface with existing systems and processes (so called “human factors”), for example:

“...Care record indicates patient refused hygiene yesterday morning, no indication in records if this was reoffered later the day. Seen by TVN [Tissue Viability Nurse] last Tuesday for grade 4 pressure sores to sacrum and left heel. Prescription for dressings issued and nurse came to replace dressing 2 days later but could not find dressings, so rang TVN again [for a] second visit and second prescription issued. First prescription found today in nursing home, poor and inadequate care planning...”

An audit of patient care generating hard data might highlight that the TVN delivered evidence-based, timely care. However, the incident report’s soft data, highlights failures in communication between community and specialist teams, and suggests issues for concern about the quality of fundamental nursing care. Each type of data, informed by a myriad of potential sources, can raise different albeit complementary opportunities to understand how, and in which contexts, wound care could be better designed / redesigned.

Healthcare leaders wishing to utilise learning from incident reporting systems at a local level must train and support their staff to provide good data, and make it clear to their staff how this data informs QI plans. In this way, incident reports can be used to drive the next generation of pressure ulcer reduction QI initiatives.
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